Mini FDH 3000, Medium Cabinet, enhanced

- Miniaturized cabinet takes up less space on poles and walls
- The same Mini Fiber Distribution Hub will serve both indoor and outdoor applications
- Carefully designed fiber paths reduce attenuation and signal loss

CommScope’s enhanced mini FDH 3000 is a flexible and cost-effective way for any size provider to expand their FTTX network. Part of a versatile portfolio of fiber distribution hub cabinets, the enhanced mini FDH 3000 can now be deployed indoors or outdoors.

A scalable platform
Built to serve the distinct needs of increasingly diverse markets and customer segments, scalability is designed into the enhanced mini FDH 3000. Its unique architecture ensures rapid connections, so, whether providers need to make new connections or expand existing ones, the mini is ready. The new version of this industry-standard fiber distribution hub includes plug-and-play splitter modules, parking lot fiber storage, and a technician-friendly cabinet that’s both easy to install and easy to access for network changes.

Many options = network agility
The enhanced mini FDH 3000 is designed for quick infrastructure responses to changing market demands. To offer more connections, the mini is now six inches taller, but retains the smallest form-factor in the industry—its narrow profile is only nine inches deep.

Mini FDH—maximum efficiency increase
At CommScope, we’re invested in helping our customers be ready for what’s next. We built the enhanced mini FDH 3000 on the foundation of four time-tested elements: bend radius protection, intuitive cable routing, easy fiber and connector access, and physical protection. All of these significantly impact the reliability, flexibility, and operational costs of fiber networks, both today and in the future. Let our track record of problem solving and world-class engineering help unlock your network’s potential.

Product Classification

Regional Availability: North America
Product Type: Fiber distribution hub
Product Series: Mini FDH 3000, enhanced

General Specifications

Access: Front
Color: Putty white
Distribution Ports, quantity: 96
Interface, Input: SC
Mounting: Pole | Wall

Dimensions

Height: 584.2 mm | 23 in
Width: 330.2 mm | 13 in
FDH-3000-MINI-CABINET-ENHANCED

Depth 203.2 mm | 8 in
Enclosure Size Mini

Ordering Tree

Material Specifications

Finish Powder coated
Material Type Steel

Environmental Specifications

Environmental Space Aerial
Qualification Standards Telcordia GR-3123-CORE | Telcordia GR-3125-CORE

Packaging and Weights

Packaging quantity 1